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Statistical Mechanics for Chemistry and Materials Science
Complex systems that bridge the traditional disciplines of physics, chemistry,
biology, and materials science can be studied at an unprecedented level of detail
using increasingly sophisticated theoretical methodology and high-speed
computers. The aim of this book is to prepare burgeoning users and developers to
become active participants in this exciting and rapidly advancing research area by
uniting for the first time, in one monograph, the basic concepts of equilibrium and
time-dependent statistical mechanics with the modern techniques used to solve
the complex problems that arise in real-world applications. The book contains a
detailed review of classical and quantum mechanics, in-depth discussions of the
most commonly used ensembles simultaneously with modern computational
techniques such as molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo, and important topics
including free-energy calculations, linear-response theory, harmonic baths and the
generalized Langevin equation, critical phenomena, and advanced conformational
sampling methods. Burgeoning users and developers are thus provided firm
grounding to become active participants in this exciting and rapidly advancing
research area, while experienced practitioners will find the book to be a useful
reference tool for the field.

Principles of Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics
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This text provides a thoroughly modern graduate-level introduction to the theory of
critical behaviour. It begins with a brief review of phase transitions in simple
systems, then goes on to introduce the core ideas of the renormalisation group.

Statistical Mechanics: Theory and Molecular Simulation
From Nobel Prize winner Kip Thorne and acclaimed physicist Roger Blandford, a
groundbreaking textbook on twenty-first-century classical physics This first-year,
graduate-level text and reference book covers the fundamental concepts and
twenty-first-century applications of six major areas of classical physics that every
masters- or PhD-level physicist should be exposed to, but often isn't: statistical
physics, optics (waves of all sorts), elastodynamics, fluid mechanics, plasma
physics, and special and general relativity and cosmology. Growing out of a fullyear course that the eminent researchers Kip Thorne and Roger Blandford taught
at Caltech for almost three decades, this book is designed to broaden the training
of physicists. Its six main topical sections are also designed so they can be used in
separate courses, and the book provides an invaluable reference for researchers.
Presents all the major fields of classical physics except three prerequisites:
classical mechanics, electromagnetism, and elementary thermodynamics
Elucidates the interconnections between diverse fields and explains their shared
concepts and tools Focuses on fundamental concepts and modern, real-world
applications Takes applications from fundamental, experimental, and applied
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physics; astrophysics and cosmology; geophysics, oceanography, and
meteorology; biophysics and chemical physics; engineering and optical science
and technology; and information science and technology Emphasizes the quantum
roots of classical physics and how to use quantum techniques to elucidate classical
concepts or simplify classical calculations Features hundreds of color figures, some
five hundred exercises, extensive cross-references, and a detailed index An online
illustration package is available to professors

Elementary Statistical Physics
This book covers the broad subject of equilibrium statistical mechanics along with
many advanced and modern topics such as nucleation, spinodal decomposition,
inherent structures of liquids and liquid crystals. Unlike other books on the market,
this comprehensive text not only deals with the primary fundamental ideas of
statistical mechanics but also covers contemporary topics in this broad and rapidly
developing area of chemistry and materials science.

Thermal Physics
This modern textbook provides a complete survey of the broad field of statistical
mechanics. Based on a series of lectures, it adopts a special pedagogical approach.
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The authors, both excellent lecturers, clearly distinguish between general
principles and their applications in solving problems. Analogies between phase
transitions in fluids and magnets using continuum and spin models are
emphasized, leading to a better understanding. Such special features as historical
notes, summaries, problems, mathematical appendix, computer programs and
order of magnitude estimations distinguish this volume from competing works. Due
to its ambitious level and an extensive list of references for technical details on
advanced topics, this is equally a must for researchers in condensed matter
physics, materials science, polymer science, solid state physics, and astrophysics.
From the contents Thermostatics: phase stability, phase equilibria, phase
transitions; Statistical Mechanics: calculation, correlation functions, ideal classical
gases, ideal quantum gases; Interacting Systems: models, computer simulation,
mean-field approximation; Interacting Systems beyond Mean-field Theory: scaling
and renormalization group, foundations of statistical mechanics "The present book,
however, is unique that it both is written in a very pedagogic, easily
comprehensible style, and, nevertheless, goes from the basic principles all the way
to these modern topics, containing several chapters on the various approaches of
mean field theory, and a chapter on computer simulation. A characteristic feature
of this book is that often first some qualitative arguments are given, or a
"pedestrians's approach", and then a more general and/or more rigorous derivation
is presented as well. Particularly useful are also "supplementary notes", pointing
out interesting applications and further developments of the subject, a detailed
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bibliography, problems and historical notes, and many pedagogic figures."

Fluid Mechanics
This textbook covers the basic principles of statistical physics and
thermodynamics. The text is pitched at the level equivalent to first-year graduate
studies or advanced undergraduate studies. It presents the subject in a
straightforward and lively manner. After reviewing the basic probability theory of
classical thermodynamics, the author addresses the standard topics of statistical
physics. The text demonstrates their relevance in other scientific fields using clear
and explicit examples. Later chapters introduce phase transitions, critical
phenomena and non-equilibrium phenomena.

Magnetism in Condensed Matter
Statistical mechanics is the theory underlying condensed matter physics. This book
outlines the theory in a simple and progressive way, at a level suitable for
undergraduates. New to this edition are three chapters on phase transitions, which
is now included in undergraduate courses. There are plenty of problems at the end
of each chapter, and brief model answers are provided for odd-numbered
problems.
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States of Matter
Atomic Physics
A lucid presentation of statistical physics and thermodynamics which develops
from the general principles to give a large number of applications of the theory.

Statistical Mechanics
This invaluable book consists of problems in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
together with their solutions. Most of the problems have been tested in class. The
degree of difficulty varies from very simple to research-level. The problems
illustrate certain aspects of quantum mechanics and enable the students to learn
new concepts, as well as providing practice in problem solving. The book may be
used as an adjunct to any of the numerous books on quantum mechanics and
should provide students with a means of testing themselves on problems of
varying degrees of difficulty. It will be useful to students in an introductory course
if they attempt the simpler problems. The more difficult problems should prove
challenging to graduate students and may enable them to enjoy problems at the
forefront of quantum mechanics.
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Computational Problems for Physics
Statistical mechanics is one of the most exciting areas of physics today, and it also
has applications to subjects as diverse as economics, social behavior, algorithmic
theory, and evolutionary biology. Statistical Mechanics in a Nutshell offers the most
concise, self-contained introduction to this rapidly developing field. Requiring only
a background in elementary calculus and elementary mechanics, this book starts
with the basics, introduces the most important developments in classical statistical
mechanics over the last thirty years, and guides readers to the very threshold of
today's cutting-edge research. Statistical Mechanics in a Nutshell zeroes in on the
most relevant and promising advances in the field, including the theory of phase
transitions, generalized Brownian motion and stochastic dynamics, the methods
underlying Monte Carlo simulations, complex systems--and much, much more. The
essential resource on the subject, this book is the most up-to-date and accessible
introduction available for graduate students and advanced undergraduates seeking
a succinct primer on the core ideas of statistical mechanics. Provides the most
concise, self-contained introduction to statistical mechanics Focuses on the most
promising advances, not complicated calculations Requires only elementary
calculus and elementary mechanics Guides readers from the basics to the
threshold of modern research Highlights the broad scope of applications of
statistical mechanics
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An Introduction to Thermal Physics
This third edition of one of the most important and best selling textbooks in
statistical physics, is a graduate level text suitable for students in physics,
chemistry, and materials science. The discussion of strongly interacting condensed
matter systems has been expanded. A chapter on stochastic processes has also
been added with emphasis on applications of the Fokker–Planck equation. The
modern theory of phase transitions occupies a central place. The chapter devoted
to the renormalization group approach is largely rewritten and includes a detailed
discussion of the basic concepts and examples of both exact and approximate
calculations. The development of the basic tools includes a chapter on computer
simulations in which both Monte Carlo method and molecular dynamics are
introduced, and a section on Brownian dynamics added. The theories are applied
to a number of important systems such as liquids, liquid crystals, polymers,
membranes, Bose condensation, superfluidity and superconductivity. There is also
an extensive treatment of interacting Fermi and Bose systems, percolation theory
and disordered systems in general.

Equilibrium Statistical Physics
Four-part treatment covers principles of quantum statistical mechanics, systems
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composed of independent molecules or other independent subsystems, and
systems of interacting molecules, concluding with a consideration of quantum
statistics.

Statistical Physics of Fields
Written as a collection of problems, hints and solutions, this book should provide
help in learning about both fundamental and applied aspects of this vast field of
knowledge, where rapid and exciting developments are taking place.

Introduction to Statistical Physics
Solid State Physics emphasizes a few fundamental principles and extracts from
them a wealth of information. This approach also unifies an enormous and diverse
subject which seems to consist of too many disjoint pieces. The book starts with
the absolutely minimum of formal tools, emphasizes the basic principles, and
employs physical reasoning (" a little thinking and imagination" to quote R.
Feynman) to obtain results. Continuous comparison with experimental data leads
naturally to a gradual refinement of the concepts and to more sophisticated
methods. After the initial overview with an emphasis on the physical concepts and
the derivation of results by dimensional analysis, The Physics of Solids deals with
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the Jellium Model (JM) and the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO)
approaches to solids and introduces the basic concepts and information regarding
metals and semiconductors.

The Physics of Solids
Solid State Physics is a textbook for students of physics, material science,
chemistry, and engineering. It is the state-of-the-art presentation of the theoretical
foundations and application of the quantum structure of matter and materials. This
second edition provides timely coverage of the most important scientific
breakthroughs of the last decade (especially in low-dimensional systems and
quantum transport). It helps build readers' understanding of the newest advances
in condensed matter physics with rigorous yet clear mathematics. Examples are an
integral part of the text, carefully designed to apply the fundamental principles
illustrated in the text to currently active topics of research. Basic concepts and
recent advances in the field are explained in tutorial style and organized in an
intuitive manner. The book is a basic reference work for students, researchers, and
lecturers in any area of solid-state physics. Features additional material on
nanostructures, giving students and lecturers the most significant features of lowdimensional systems, with focus on carbon allotropes Offers detailed explanation
of dissipative and nondissipative transport, and explains the essential aspects in a
field, which is commonly overlooked in textbooks Additional material in the
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classical and quantum Hall effect offers further aspects on magnetotransport, with
particular emphasis on the current profiles Gives a broad overview of the band
structure of solids, as well as presenting the foundations of the electronic band
structure. Also features reported with new and revised material, which leads to the
latest research

Statistical Mechanics
This book contains solutions to the problems found in Equilibrium Statistical
Physics, 2nd Edition, by the same authors.

Scaling and Renormalization in Statistical Physics
The Physics GRE plays a significant role in deciding admissions to nearly all US
physics Ph.D. programs, yet few exam-prep books focus on the test's actual
content and unique structure. Recognized as one of the best student resources
available, this tailored guide has been thoroughly updated for the current Physics
GRE. It contains carefully selected review material matched to all of the topics
covered, as well as tips and tricks to help solve problems under time pressure. It
features three full-length practice exams, revised to accurately reflect the difficulty
of the current test, with fully worked solutions so that students can simulate taking
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the test, review their preparedness, and identify areas in which further study is
needed. Written by working physicists who took the Physics GRE for their own
graduate admissions to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, this selfcontained reference guide will help students achieve their best score.

Principles of Condensed Matter Physics
The superb book describes the modern theory of the magnetic properties of solids.
Starting from fundamental principles, this copiously illustrated volume outlines the
theory of magnetic behaviour, describes experimental techniques, and discusses
current research topics. The book is intended for final year undergraduate students
and graduate students in the physical sciences.

Quantum Mechanics
Fluid Mechanics, Second Edition deals with fluid mechanics, that is, the theory of
the motion of liquids and gases. Topics covered range from ideal fluids and viscous
fluids to turbulence, boundary layers, thermal conduction, and diffusion. Surface
phenomena, sound, and shock waves are also discussed, along with gas flow,
combustion, superfluids, and relativistic fluid dynamics. This book is comprised of
16 chapters and begins with an overview of the fundamental equations of fluid
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dynamics, including Euler's equation and Bernoulli's equation. The reader is then
introduced to the equations of motion of a viscous fluid; energy dissipation in an
incompressible fluid; damping of gravity waves; and the mechanism whereby
turbulence occurs. The following chapters explore the laminar boundary layer;
thermal conduction in fluids; dynamics of diffusion of a mixture of fluids; and the
phenomena that occur near the surface separating two continuous media. The
energy and momentum of sound waves; the direction of variation of quantities in a
shock wave; one- and two-dimensional gas flow; and the intersection of surfaces of
discontinuity are also also considered. This monograph will be of interest to
theoretical physicists.

Statistical Mechanics
A book about statistical mechanics for students.

Modern Classical Physics
Now in paperback, this book provides an overview of the physics of condensed
matter systems. Assuming a familiarity with the basics of quantum mechanics and
statistical mechanics, the book establishes a general framework for describing
condensed phases of matter, based on symmetries and conservation laws. It
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explores the role of spatial dimensionality and microscopic interactions in
determining the nature of phase transitions, as well as discussing the structure and
properties of materials with different symmetries. Particular attention is given to
critical phenomena and renormalization group methods. The properties of liquids,
liquid crystals, quasicrystals, crystalline solids, magnetically ordered systems and
amorphous solids are investigated in terms of their symmetry, generalised rigidity,
hydrodynamics and topological defect structure. In addition to serving as a course
text, this book is an essential reference for students and researchers in physics,
applied physics, chemistry, materials science and engineering, who are interested
in modern condensed matter physics.

Introductory Statistical Mechanics
This is a textbook for the standard undergraduate-level course in thermal physics.
The book explores applications to engineering, chemistry, biology, geology,
atmospheric science, astrophysics, cosmology, and everyday life.

Equilibrium Statistical Physics
Largely a condensed amalgamation of two previous books by the same authors Mechanics and The Classical Theory of Fields - omitting the rather more advanced
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topics such as general relativity.

An Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics
Graduate-level text covers properties of the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein
distributions; the interrelated subjects of fluctuations, thermal noise, and Brownian
movement; and the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. 1958 edition.

Mechanics and Electrodynamics
Our future scientists and professionals must be conversant in computational
techniques. In order to facilitate integration of computer methods into existing
physics courses, this textbook offers a large number of worked examples and
problems with fully guided solutions in Python as well as other languages
(Mathematica, Java, C, Fortran, and Maple). It’s also intended as a self-study guide
for learning how to use computer methods in physics. The authors include an
introductory chapter on numerical tools and indication of computational and
physics difficulty level for each problem. Readers also benefit from the following
features: • Detailed explanations and solutions in various coding languages. •
Problems are ranked based on computational and physics difficulty. • Basics of
numerical methods covered in an introductory chapter. • Programming guidance
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via flowcharts and pseudocode. Rubin Landau is a Distinguished Professor Emeritus
in the Department of Physics at Oregon State University in Corvallis and a Fellow of
the American Physical Society (Division of Computational Physics). Manuel Jose
Paez-Mejia is a Professor of Physics at Universidad de Antioquia in Medellín,
Colombia.

Computational Physics
This textbook carefully develops the main ideas and techniques of statistical and
thermal physics and is intended for upper-level undergraduate courses. The
authors each have more than thirty years' experience in teaching, curriculum
development, and research in statistical and computational physics. Statistical and
Thermal Physics begins with a qualitative discussion of the relation between the
macroscopic and microscopic worlds and incorporates computer simulations
throughout the book to provide concrete examples of important conceptual ideas.
Unlike many contemporary texts on thermal physics, this book presents
thermodynamic reasoning as an independent way of thinking about macroscopic
systems. Probability concepts and techniques are introduced, including topics that
are useful for understanding how probability and statistics are used. Magnetism
and the Ising model are considered in greater depth than in most undergraduate
texts, and ideal quantum gases are treated within a uniform framework. Advanced
chapters on fluids and critical phenomena are appropriate for motivated
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undergraduates and beginning graduate students. Integrates Monte Carlo and
molecular dynamics simulations as well as other numerical techniques throughout
the text Provides self-contained introductions to thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics Discusses probability concepts and methods in detail Contains ideas
and methods from contemporary research Includes advanced chapters that
provide a natural bridge to graduate study Features more than 400 problems
Programs are open source and available in an executable cross-platform format
Solutions manual (available only to teachers)

Statistical Physics of Particles
A Wall Street Journal Best Book of 2013 If you ever regretted not taking physics in
college--or simply want to know how to think like a physicist--this is the book for
you. In this bestselling introduction, physicist Leonard Susskind and hackerscientist George Hrabovsky offer a first course in physics and associated math for
the ardent amateur. Challenging, lucid, and concise, The Theoretical Minimum
provides a tool kit for amateur scientists to learn physics at their own pace.

Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics
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Feynman Diagram Techniques in Condensed Matter Physics
Suitable for advanced undergraduates and graduate students of physics, this
uniquely comprehensive overview provides a rigorous, integrated treatment of
physical principles and techniques related to gases, liquids, solids, and their phase
transitions. 1975 edition.

Conquering the Physics GRE
In each generation, scientists must redefine their fields: abstracting, simplifying
and distilling the previous standard topics to make room for new advances and
methods. Sethna's book takes this step for statistical mechanics - a field rooted in
physics and chemistry whose ideas and methods are now central to information
theory, complexity, and modern biology. Aimed at advanced undergraduates and
early graduate students in all of these fields, Sethna limits his main presentation to
the topics that future mathematicians and biologists, as well as physicists and
chemists, will find fascinating and central to their work. The amazing breadth of
the field is reflected in the author's large supply of carefully crafted exercises, each
an introduction to a whole field of study: everything from chaos through
information theory to life at the end of the universe.
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An Introduction to Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics
While many scientists are familiar with fractals, fewer are familiar with scaleinvariance and universality which underlie the ubiquity of their shapes. These
properties may emerge from the collective behaviour of simple fundamental
constituents, and are studied using statistical field theories. Initial chapters
connect the particulate perspective developed in the companion volume, to the
coarse grained statistical fields studied here. Based on lectures taught by Professor
Kardar at MIT, this textbook demonstrates how such theories are formulated and
studied. Perturbation theory, exact solutions, renormalization groups, and other
tools are employed to demonstrate the emergence of scale invariance and
universality, and the non-equilibrium dynamics of interfaces and directed paths in
random media are discussed. Ideal for advanced graduate courses in statistical
physics, it contains an integrated set of problems, with solutions to selected
problems at the end of the book and a complete set available to lecturers at
www.cambridge.org/9780521873413.

Problems and Solutions in Nonrelativistic Quantum Mechanics
From the reviews: "This book excels by its variety of modern examples in solid
state physics, magnetism, elementary particle physics [] I can recommend it
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strongly as a valuable source, especially to those who are teaching basic statistical
physics at our universities." Physicalia

Solid State Physics
The use of computation and simulation has become an essential part of the
scientific process. Being able to transform a theory into an algorithm requires
significant theoretical insight, detailed physical and mathematical understanding,
and a working level of competency in programming. This upper-division text
provides an unusually broad survey of the topics of modern computational physics
from a multidisciplinary, computational science point of view. Its philosophy is
rooted in learning by doing (assisted by many model programs), with new scientific
materials as well as with the Python programming language. Python has become
very popular, particularly for physics education and large scientific projects. It is
probably the easiest programming language to learn for beginners, yet is also used
for mainstream scientific computing, and has packages for excellent graphics and
even symbolic manipulations. The text is designed for an upper-level
undergraduate or beginning graduate course and provides the reader with the
essential knowledge to understand computational tools and mathematical methods
well enough to be successful. As part of the teaching of using computers to solve
scientific problems, the reader is encouraged to work through a sample problem
stated at the beginning of each chapter or unit, which involves studying the text,
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writing, debugging and running programs, visualizing the results, and the
expressing in words what has been done and what can be concluded. Then there
are exercises and problems at the end of each chapter for the reader to work on
their own (with model programs given for that purpose). The text could be used for
a one-semester course on scientific computing. The relevant topics for that are
covered in the first third of the book. The latter two-thirds of the text includes more
physics and can be used for a two-semester course in computational physics,
covering nonlinear ODEs, Chaotic Scattering, Fourier Analysis, Wavelet Analysis,
Nonlinear Maps, Chaotic systems, Fractals and Parallel Computing. The e-book
extends the paper version by including many codes, visualizations and applets, as
well as links to video lectures. * A table at the beginning of each chapter indicates
video lectures, slides, applets and animations. * Applets illustrate the results to be
expected for projects in the book, and to help understand some abstract concepts
(e.g. Chaotic Scattering) * The eBook's figures, equations, sections, chapters,
index, table of contents, code listings, glossary, animations and executable codes
(both Applets and Python programs) are linked, much like in a Web document. *
Some equations are linked to their xml forms (which can be imported into Maple or
Mathematica for manipulation). * The e-book will link to video-based lecture
modules, held by principal author Professor Rubin Landau, that cover most every
topic in the book.

Statistical Physics
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An introduction to the application of Feynman diagram techniques for researchers
and advanced undergraduate students in condensed matter theory and many-body
physics.

Electrodynamics of Continuous Media
Statistical Mechanics discusses the fundamental concepts involved in
understanding the physical properties of matter in bulk on the basis of the
dynamical behavior of its microscopic constituents. The book emphasizes the
equilibrium states of physical systems. The text first details the statistical basis of
thermodynamics, and then proceeds to discussing the elements of ensemble
theory. The next two chapters cover the canonical and grand canonical ensemble.
Chapter 5 deals with the formulation of quantum statistics, while Chapter 6 talks
about the theory of simple gases. Chapters 7 and 8 examine the ideal Bose and
Fermi systems. In the next three chapters, the book covers the statistical
mechanics of interacting systems, which includes the method of cluster
expansions, pseudopotentials, and quantized fields. Chapter 12 discusses the
theory of phase transitions, while Chapter 13 discusses fluctuations. The book will
be of great use to researchers and practitioners from wide array of disciplines,
such as physics, chemistry, and engineering.
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Statistical Mechanics in a Nutshell
Statistical physics has its origins in attempts to describe the thermal properties of
matter in terms of its constituent particles, and has played a fundamental role in
the development of quantum mechanics. Based on lectures taught by Professor
Kardar at MIT, this textbook introduces the central concepts and tools of statistical
physics. It contains a chapter on probability and related issues such as the central
limit theorem and information theory, and covers interacting particles, with an
extensive description of the van der Waals equation and its derivation by mean
field approximation. It also contains an integrated set of problems, with solutions
to selected problems at the end of the book and a complete set of solutions is
available to lecturers on a password protected website at
www.cambridge.org/9780521873420. A companion volume, Statistical Physics of
Fields, discusses non-mean field aspects of scaling and critical phenomena,
through the perspective of renormalization group.

Statistical and Thermal Physics
This text presents statistical mechanics and thermodynamics as a theoretically
integrated field of study. It stresses deep coverage of fundamentals, providing a
natural foundation for advanced topics. The large problem sets (with solutions for
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teachers) include many computational problems to advance student
understanding.

Effective Medium Theory
CONGRATULATIONS TO HERBERT KROEMER, 2000 NOBEL LAUREATE FOR PHYSICS
For upper-division courses in thermodynamics or statistical mechanics, Kittel and
Kroemer offers a modern approach to thermal physics that is based on the idea
that all physical systems can be described in terms of their discrete quantum
states, rather than drawing on 19th-century classical mechanics concepts.

The Theoretical Minimum
Effective medium theory dates back to the early days of the theory of electricity.
Faraday 1837 proposed one of the earliest models for a composite metal-insulator
dielectric, and around 1870 Maxwell and later Garnett (1904) developed models to
describe a composite or mixed material medium. The subject has been developed
considerably since and while the results are useful for predicting materials
performance, the theory can also be used in a wide range of problems in physics
and materials engineering. This book develops the topic of effective medium
theory by bringing together the essentials of both the static and the dynamical
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theory. Electromagnetic systems are thoroughly dealt with, as well as related areas
such as the CPA theory of alloys, liquids, the density functional theory etc, with
applications to ultrasonics, hydrodynamics, superconductors, porous media and
others, where the unifying aspects of the effective medium concept are
emphasized. In this new second edition two further chapters have been added to
deal with the theory of electrolytes and the exciting frontiers in electromagnetic
and related areas of cloaking research all from the perspective of effective medium
theory. In addition, a new appendix with notes on the example problems makes
this an ideal graduate level text book and research reference source.
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